
SECURITY AND FRAUD PREVENTION
On-premise technology is among the most reliable and secure methods 
of business data transmission. It eliminates the risk of documents being 
intercepted or fraudulently altered in transit, as all data is stored within 
the organization’s own servers.

ENFORCEABLE BY LAW
On-premise faxing provides sent and received confirmations and renders 
all documents legally. This adds an extra layer of security to ensure that 
all legal documents such as contracts and agreements remain valid.

EFFICIENT WORKFLOWS
On-premise faxing helps to streamline processes, improve collaboration 
and reduce paperwork associated with manual filing systems. It also 
increases communication between departments and across companies.

MULTIPLE RECIPIENTS
This type of faxing allows users to send multiple messages 
simultaneously to multiple recipients using a single transmission. 
Being able to function like this saves both time and resources when 
sending out large batches of documents.

ON-SITE OR VIRTUAL LOCATION
On-premise faxing is located at the customer’s office space by having 
a physical server. Virtual faxing relieves your company of needing 
extra space for a server. Both options provide your team with the 
control it needs.

SUPPORT OPTIONS
On-premise faxing has various support options to connect with our 
team. The availability of our maintenance and support is tailored to 
your business operation needs. Our options include: maintenance 
and support program, consultancy, training and more.

REPORTING AND BILLING
With Faxination on-premise, all organizations can create and review 
reports per user/number and bill out to different departments or 
divisions within their business if needed. This helps gain better visibility 
over their usage costs and understand how their system is being used.
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Faxination’s on-premise faxing system provides organizations with a complete solution for 
managing and sending their documents quickly and securely. 

With on-premise faxing, it is easier than ever for businesses to transfer business critical data and continue 
operations without a hitch. Read our infographic to dive into the benefits on-premise faxing provides.

To learn more about on-premise faxing or our Faxination solution, contact our team today!


